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Truncated linear features abutting opposite sides of an unnamed 800km gray band in Europa's southern 
hemisphere can be aligned by a left-lateral displacement of 42km. This is nearly identical to the displacement 
required to "close" a rhomboidal feature at the north end of the band. The offset was determined using orthographic 
reprojections of Voyager image 137252-001. While this gray band has been previously noted in the literature ([I], 
[2], [3], [4]) this is the first reported measurement of displacement on it. Based on this reconstruction, the gray band 
can be interpreted to be a dextral strike-slip fault in which the rhomboidal portion occupies a releasing bend. 
Extending from at least 80°S, 269OW to 60°S, 192OW, the fault is comparable in length to the San Andreas fault 
between San Francisco and Mexico. If scaled to the size of the Earth it would be 3250 km long, two and one-half 
times the total extent of the San Andreas. This strike-slip fault has implications for Europan crustal constitution 
and geologic history. Its existence is another demonstration that the Europan crust has been deformed by lateral 
motion, possibly facilitated by a subsurface decoupling layer ([2], [4], [5], [6]). 

The feature was first classified by Lucchitta and Soderblom as a "gray band" along with nearby Thynia Linea and 
Libya Linea [I]. Schenk and McKinnon proposed that the band consisted of "dilated tensional fractures" and located 
it in a "fracture zone" [2]. Tufts likened the rhomboid to a "pull-apart basin" [3], common with strike-slip faults. 
Pappalardo and Sullivan attributed the gray band to "opening and infilling," noting that it "reconstructed well" [4]. 

The accompanying labeled image shows the terrain seen by Voyager. Points x and x' mark the ends of gray 
band G at the listed coordinates, respectively. The Europan south pole is slightly off the image roughly beneath 
impact crater Rhiannon at I. The cross on both images marks the projection center. Part of Libya Linea can be 
seen above x' in the labeled image; in the reconstruction image it is partly concealed by the cutting done. A portion 
of Thynia Linea is visible as a NNE trending dark strip in the lower right comer of both images. 

Point pairs aa-ee mark single or grouped lineations that are realigned by the reconstruction. T indicates Thasus 
Linea which lines up with band T' upon reconstruction. The reunited Thasus Linea can be seen as broadly arcuate. 
Feature L also aligns with a faint lineament crossing beneath point T'. 

The rhomboidal feature is at R. Lines drawn perpendicular to the inferred fault displacement vector mark the 
midpoints of the long sides. Alignment of these segments signals closing of the rhomboid by the reconstruction. 

Sidon Flexus and Delphi Flexus are at S and D. They are continuous before the reconstruction. 
The reconstructed, pre-faulting terrain is shown in the accompanying unlabeled image (top). In addition to a 

translation, the reconstruction involved a relative 2 degree counterclockwise rotation of terrain east of the fault. At 
the latitude of the releasing bend, relative translation of the eastside was approximately northward. The net 
displacement required to align the indicated points and to close the rhomboid is 42km. 

Closing of the rhomboid and alignment of multiple piercing points all by a common distance supports the 
proposed interpretation. Seen in this way, the fault exhibits familiar strike-slip morphology: it is broadly linear, 
shows local braiding as in interval aa-bb (possibly due to anastomosing subordinate faults or to small pull-aparts), 
and contains at least one large pull-apart, i.e., the rhomboid. A large dip-slip component is unlikely given the 
generally linear trace and apparent lack of adjacent relief. That a few of the offset lineations seem also to cross the 
gray band before reconstruction (e.g. at aa) suggests multiple fracturing [2] or some other collateral process. 

Measured fault offset is comparable to the width of Libya Linea which the-fault seems to intersect at x'. Thus 
its motion may have been accommodated by an equal dilation of Libya Linea [4]. Both this similarity in dimension 
and the equivalence of fault offset and rhomboid width along strike may resemble the case of the wedge-shaped band 
at 27"S, 171°W which Schenk and McKinnon proposed to be bounded by vertical tension fractures [2]. If either 
Libya Linea or the rhomboid are not graben then arguments by Golombek and Banerdt that the pre-faulting tensile 
lithosphere was unfractured and no thicker than 6km [5] might be considered here. Their requirement for an intact 
lithosphere may mean that offset lineations are annealed fractures [5] or not fractures at all. Thynia Linea, shown to 
be an extensional structure by Pappalardo and Sullivan [4], might join analogous strike-slip faults. Extension may 
be compensated elsewhere by compression ([2], [31). 

Lateral offsets at the gray band and Thynia Linea create the opportunity to develop a relative time scale based on 
crosscutting relationships. Such a chronology might help reveal changing tectonic regimes [7] or geomorphic 
processes. Thasus Linea and the lineations aa-ee predate the fault whereas Sidon and Delphi Flexus postdate it. If 
they are analogous features, the apparent sharpness of Sidon Flexus and Delphi Flexus compared to the older, light- 
toned lineations implies a landscape evolution affected by unknown exo- or endogenic factors. In this analysis it 
would help to establish whether the fault offset occurred in a single or multiple events. A history of episodic 
displacements might be recorded in lesser offsets of younger lineaments, or in structures within the rhomboid. Apart 
perhaps from vague albedo variations in the rhomboid, no such evidence has yet been noted. 

Planned Galileo images of this region were canceled due to tape recorder malfunctions. 
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Reconstructed (top) and unreconstructed terrain. See text explanation. Lines at R (bottom image) are 42km apart. 
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